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0. Introduction
First results on extensorial or retraction properties of orbit spaces belong to Floyd
and Conner (see [15,12,11]). A typical Conner–Floyd type result asserts that for certain
compact Lie groups G (for example, for finite groups and for circle group S1) and a
compact invariant subset X of a Euclidean orthogonal G-space the orbit space X/G ∈
A(N)R whenever X ∈ A(N)R. Resolving Conner’s conjecture Oliver [22] established
that if G is a compact Lie group and X is a locally compact finite-dimensional second
countable G-space such that any compact invariant subspace contains only finitely many
orbit types then the property X ∈ ANR implies the property X/G ∈ ANR. Let us mention
also the result of tom Dieck [13, p. 88] to the effect that if G is a compact Lie group and
X is a neighborhoodG-retract of a Euclidean orthogonalG-space then X/G ∈ ANR.
Observe that all these results are related to finite-dimensionalG-spaces.
Answering a question from [4] in [6] the following “infinite-dimensional result” was
established: if G is an arbitrary compact metric group and X is a metric G-A(N)R space
then X/G is an A(N)R space.
In Section 1 of the present paper we extend the last result to the case of non-metric
X. Furthermore, in Section 2 we show that the same result for arbitrary locally compact
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almost connected proper group actions is valid. Here the main tool is a profound result
of Abels [1] completely reducing the investigation of locally compact almost connected
proper group actions (in sense of Palais [24]) to that of compact groups.
The basic ideas and facts of the theory ofG-spaces or topological transformation groups
can be found in Bredon [10] and Palais [23]. For proper group actions we refer to [24,1].
For the equivariant theory of retracts see, for instance, [3–6].
Throughout the paper all topological spaces and topological groups are assumed to be
completely regular and Hausdorff.
1. The case of compact group actions
The following theorem is the main result of this section:
Theorem 1. Let G be a compact group,H be a closed normal subgroup of G. SupposeX
is a G-space such that all H -orbits in X are metric. Then
(1) if X is a G-A(N)E space, then the H -orbit space X/H is a G/H -A(N)E space.
In particular the G-orbit space X/G is an A(N)E space provided all G-orbits in
X are metric;
(2) if X is a G-A(N)E(k) space, k > 0 then X/H is a G/H -A(N)E(k) space. In
particular, X/G is an A(N)E(k) space provided all G-orbits in X are metric.
In case when both of spacesG andX are metric, assertion (1) first was established in [6].
In [7,8] the case of arbitrary compact G and metric X is considered. Assertion (2) for X
metric is proved in [9].
For now we postpone the proof of this theorem.
Recall that for a given compact group G we denote by G-A(N)E (respectively,
G-A(N)E(k), where k > 0 is an integer) the class of all G-equivariant absolute
(neighborhood) extensors for all metrizable G-spaces (respectively, for all metrizable G-
spaces M with dimM/G6 k). Analogously, we denote by G-A(N)R the class of all G-
equivariant absolute (neighborhood) retracts for all metrizableG-spaces. This concepts are
straightforward extensions to the case of G-spaces of corresponding concepts of ordinary
A(N)E, A(N)E(k) and A(N)R spaces (see, for example, [4,5,9]).
By G/H we will denote the G-space of cosets {xH | x ∈G} by a closed subgroup H
under the action induced by left translations.
If X is a G-space and H is a closed normal subgroup of G, then the H -orbit space
X/H admits a natural G/H -action defined by (gH) ∗H(x)=H(gx), where gH ∈G/H
and H(x) denotes the H -orbit of x ∈X. Hereafter the H -orbit space X/H will always be
regarded as a G/H -space endowed with this action.
For x ∈X we denote by Gx the stabilizer or stationary subgroup of x defined as follows
Gx = {g ∈G | gx = x}.
By e we always denote the unity of the acting groupG.
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By a metric G-pair we mean a pair (B,L) where B is a metric G-space and L is its
closed invariant subspace.
The following two results are crucial tools in the proof of Theorem 1.
Theorem 2 [16, Theorem (b)]. Let G be a compact group and X be a G-space such that
all orbits in X as well as its orbit space X/G are metric. Then X is metric too.
Lemma 1 [9, Lemma 1]. Let G be a compact group, H be a closed normal subgroup of
G, A be a metric G-space and f :A/H → Y be a G/H -equivariant closed embedding
into a metric G/H -space Y . Then there exist a metric G-space Z and a G-equivariant
closed embedding φ :A→Z such that Z/H = Y and q ◦ φ = f ◦ p where p :A→A/H ,
q :Z→ Z/H = Y are the H -orbit maps.
Proof of Theorem 1. We consider only the “G-ANE” case. The “G-AE” case is still
simpler. Let (B,L) be a metric G/H -pair and s :L→X/H be a G/H -map. Define A⊂
L×X to be the pull-back of the G-space X with respect to s and t , where t :X→X/H is
the H -orbit map. Then A is a G-invariant subspace of L×X endowed with the diagonal
action ofG and we haveA/H = L [19, 4.1]. Since theH -orbit of each point a = (l, x) ∈A
lies in the metric space L×H(x), we conclude that H(a) is metric too. So, all H -orbits
of the G-space A as well as its H -orbit space A/H = L are metric. By Theorem 2 of
Filippov [16] it then follows that A is metric. Now applying the above Lemma 1 we get a
metric G-space C with C/H = B such that A is a closed G-invariant subspace of C. Let
ψ :A→X be the restriction of the projection L×X→X. Since X ∈G-ANE, there exist
aG-invariant neighborhoodU of A in C and aG-extension α :U→X of theG-map ψ . It
is easy to see that the induced G/H -map β :U/H →X/H is the desired G/H -extension
of s. This completes the proof of (1).
The proof of assertion (2) exactly coincides with the proof of assertion (1). The only
additional condition on the dimension of the orbit space (we use the notation accepted
above) also holds because the relation C/H = B implies C/G= B/(G/H). 2
2. The case of locally compact proper group actions
It is clear from even a passing acquaintance with the methodology of proof in
transformation group theory that ifG is a locally compact group (in particular a Lie group)
and X a G-space with compact isotropy groups for which there exists a slice at each point,
then many of the statements that apply when G is compact are valid in this case also. In
this section we show how to extend the above Theorem 1 to the case of non-compact group
actions.
Following Palais [24] we call a subset S of aG-spaceX a small subset ofX if each point
of X has a neighborhood U with the property that the set (S,U) = {g ∈G | gU ∩ S 6= ∅}
has a compact closure in G. A G-space is proper if each point of X has a small
neighborhood. Clearly if G is compact every G-space is proper.
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A locally compact group G is called almost connected if its group of connected
components is compact. Such a group has a maximal compact subgroup K , i.e., every
compact subgroup of G is conjugate to a subgroup of K [1]. The corresponding classical
theorem on Lie groups can be found in [18, Chapter XV, Theorem 3.1].
In what follows we will denote by P the class of all metric proper G-spaces X such
that the orbit space X/G is metric. Palais [24] proved that P includes all second countable
metric proper G-spaces. The question whether P coincides with the class of all metric
properG-spaces still remains open.
By PP we will denote the class of all paracompact proper G-spaces X for which the
orbit space X/G is paracompact. The question whether each paracompact properG-space
belongs to PP also still remains open.
In the sequel we denote by G-A(N)E (respectively, G-A(N)E(k), k > 0) the class of
all G-equivariant absolute (neighborhood) extensors for all G-spaces M belonging to P
(respectively, with M ∈ P and dimM/G6 k).
Theorem 3. Let G be a locally compact almost connected group, H be a closed normal
subgroup of G. Suppose X is a G-space such that all H -orbits in X are metric. Then
(1) if X is a G-A(N)E space and H is compact then X/H is a G/H -A(N)E space;
(2) if X is a G-A(N)E(k) space, k > 0 and H is compact then X/H is a G/H -
A(N)E(k) space;
(3) if X is a G-ANE space with X ∈ PP then X/H is a G/H -ANE space. In particular
X/G is an ANE space provided all G-orbits in X are metric;
(4) if X is a G-ANE(k) space, k > 0 with X ∈ PP then X/H is a G/H -ANE(k) space.
In particular X/G is an ANE(k) space provided all G-orbits in X are metric;
(5) if X is a G-AE space with X ∈ PP then X/G is an AE space provided all G-orbits
in X are metric;
(6) if X is a G-AE(k), k > 0 space with X ∈ PP then X/G is an AE(k) space provided
all G-orbits in X are metric.
Remark 1. Note that if X is a G/H -space where H is a closed normal subgroup of G,
then X∈G/H -A(N)E (respectively, X∈G/H -A(N)E(k)) if and only if X ∈G-A(N)E
(respectively, X ∈G-A(N)E(k)). This we have proved in [5, Proposition 3] for compact
G. The same argument also in general case is valid. So in Theorem 3 we also have
X/H ∈ G-A(N)E (respectively, X/H ∈ G-A(N)E(k)). Namely in this form the result
was first established in [6] for metric X. See also [9].
Before passing to the proof of Theorem 3 let us mention the following important result
of Abels [1], which completely reduces properG-actions with paracompact orbit spaces to
that of compact subgroups of G:
Theorem 4. Let G be a locally compact almost connected group and K be its maximal
compact subgroup. Let X be a proper G-space. If the orbit space X/G is paracompact
then there is a G-map f :X→G/K .
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In the terminology of Palais [24] a subset S of a proper G-space X is called a global
K-slice if there is a G-map f :X→G/K such that S = f−1(K). So Theorem 3 states the
existence of a global K-slice.
Let K act on G × S by k(g, s) = (gk−1, ks). Let G ×K S (the twisted product) be
the corresponding K-orbit space and denote the K-orbit of (g, s) by [g, s]. Let G act on
G×K S by g[x, s] = [gx, s]. The map G×K S→X, [g, s] 7→ gs is a G-map and in fact
the following assertion holds [1, Corollary 1.3]:
Proposition 1. The map G×K S→X, [g, s]→ gs is a G-homeomorphism.
Using this results of Abels, Theorem 3 can easily be reduced to Theorem 1 above.
Proposition 2. Let G be an arbitrary topological group, K be its closed subgroup and










where H1 =K ∩H and K1 =K/H1.
Proof. Let [g, s]H denote the H -orbit of the point [g, s] ∈G×K S. Put
φ
([g, s]H )= [gH,H1(s)].
It is easy to verify that φ is the desired G-homeomorphism of (G ×K S)/H onto
(G/H)×K1 (S/H1). 2
The following result in fact is known but we could not finde a precise reference:
Lemma 2. Let G be a topological group, H and N be its compact subgroups such that
N ⊆H . Suppose that G/H and H/N both are metric. Then G/N is metric too.
Proof. SinceG/H andH/N have countable open local bases at each point, so doesG/N .
This is proved in [20, p. 47] for the case when N is the trivial subgroup of G. The proof
given in [20, p. 47] in fact can be easily adapted also to the case under consideration (i.e.,
when N is a non-trivial compact subgroup). Now since N is compact and G/N satisfies
the first countability axiom it then follows from [21, Theorem 1] that G/N is metric (even
there is a G-invariant metric on G/N ). 2
Proposition 3. LetG be a locally compact group andH be its compact subgroup such that
G/H is metric. Then for each metric H -space S the twisted product G×H S is metric.
Proof. On G ×H S consider the H -action restricted from the G-action. We claim that
the H -orbit space (G ×H S)/H is homeomorphic to the H -orbit space (G/H × S)/H .
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Indeed, for any [g, s] ∈ G ×H S denote by [g, s]H its H -orbit. Analogously for any








([g, s]H )= (g−1H,s)H
is the desired homeomorphism.
Since H is compact and S is metric the H -orbit space, (G/H × S)/H is metric too.
As (G ×H S)/H is homeomorphic to (G/H × S)/H it is metric as well. According
to Theorem 2 it remains only to prove that each H -orbit in G ×H S is metric. We will
prove now that in fact each G-orbit in G×H S is metric. Indeed, since the G-orbit space
(G×H S)/G= S/H is regular, according to [24, Theorem 2.1.4(4)] and [24, Corollary 1]
G×H S is a proper G-space. Therefore by [24, Proposition 1.1.5] for each x ∈ G×H S
the orbit G(x) is homeomorphic to the G/Gx .
Thus we have only to prove that G(x)=G/Gx is metric for any x = [g, s] ∈G×H S.
Observe that G(x) = G(y), where y = [e, s]. It is clear that Gy = Hy and therefore we
have to state the metrizability of G/Hy . To this end let us observe that H/Hy is metric
because it is homeomorphic to the H -orbitH(y) of the metric H -space S. It remains only
to apply Lemma 2 with N =Hy . 2
Remark 2. In the proof of main Theorem 3 in fact we will use Proposition 3 in the case
when G is in addition an almost connected group and H = K is its maximal compact
subgroup. In this case a stronger result than Proposition 3 was established by Abels [1,
Theorem 2.1]. Namely, he proved that G×K S is homeomorphic to (G/K)× S. As the
coset space G/K is metric (see Remark 4 below) the result follows.
One more result of Abels has important consequences in equivariant theory of retracts. It
reduces the equivariant mapping extension problem to the case of compact group actions.
Theorem 5 [2, Theorem 4.4]. Let G be a locally compact group and Γ be a collection of
compact subgroups ofG such that every compact subgroup ofG is conjugate to a subgroup
of a group K ∈ Γ . Let X be a G-space which is a K-A(N)E space for each K ∈ Γ . Then
X is a G-A(N)E space.
Remark 3. In fact only the G-AE case is mentioned by Abels, however his proof can
easily be modified for the G-ANE case. Also the G-ANE case can be reduced to the
G-AE case by using the standard cone construction. Indeed, consider the cone con(X) =
X × [0,1]/X × {0} equipped with the weak topology and natural action of G. (Recall
that a subset A⊆ con(X) containing the vertex of con(X) belongs to the weak topology iff
p−1(A) is open inX×[0,1] and there is an ε > 0 withX×[0, ε)⊆ p−1(A). If A does not
contain the vertex, then it belongs to the weak topology iff p−1(A) is open in X × [0,1].
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It is easy to see that the weak topology is weaker than the quotient topology, and the two
topologies on con(X) coincide whenever X is compact.)
Now ifX ∈K-ANE for eachK ∈ Γ then con(X) ∈K-AE. Indeed, let (Y,B) be aK-pair
and f :B→ con(X) be a K-map. Let B0 = f−1(∗), where ∗ is the vertex of the cone. Let
f1 = pi1 ◦ f |B\B0 and f2 = pi2 ◦ f where pi1 :X× [0,1]→X and pi2 :X× [0,1]→ [0,1]
are the projections. Since X ∈K-ANE, the map f1 has a K-extension F1 :U→X defined
on someK-invariant neighborhoodU ofB \B0 in Y \B0. Choose aK-invariant continuous
function λ :Y → [0,1] such that λ|Y\U = 0 and λ|B = f2. This is possible by the Tietze–
Urysohn theorem as the orbit space Y/K is metric and ((Y \U)∪B)/K is its closed subset.
The desired K-extension F :Y → con(X) is then defined by the rule:
F(y)=
{ [(F1(y), λ(y))] for y ∈U ,
∗ for y ∈ Y \U
(we emphasize that just the consideration of the weak topology on con(X) guarantees the
continuity of F ).
Thus con(X) ∈ K-AE and hence con(X) ∈ G-AE according to the G-AE case of
Theorem 5. Therefore, being a G-retract of the open G-invariant subset X × (0,1] of
con(X), the G-space X is itself a G-ANE space.
It is an immediate consequence of Theorem 5 that the equivariant Dugundji extension
theorem [3] is valid for arbitrary proper non-compact Lie group actions as well. Namely,
we have the following
Corollary 1. Let G be a Lie group acting continuously and linearly on a locally convex
topological vector space L. Then each convex invariant subset V of L is a G-ANE.
Moreover, if V contains a K-fixed point for every compact subgroup K ⊆ G, then it is
a G-AE.
Yet another proof of this result can be obtained by a direct translation to the case of
proper group actions of the corresponding proof from [3]. The only basic tools in that
proof are the invariant metric existence theorem and the slice existence theorem, which
hold also for proper non-compact Lie group actions (at least in separable metric G-paces)
[24, Proposition 2.3.1 and Theorem 4.3.4].
Below we suggest a shorter proof of Theorem 5 (under the additional assumption thatG
is almost connected) and show that its converse is also true.
Proposition 4. Let G be a locally compact almost connected group, K be its maximal
compact subgroup and X be a G-space. Then
(1) X is a G-A(N)E space iff X is a K-A(N)E space;
(2) X is a G-A(N)E(k) space, k > 0 iff X is a K-A(N)E(k) space.
Proof. (1) To prove the “if” part assume that (Y,B) is a metricG-pair with Y ∈ P , and let
f :B→X be a G-map. Then according to Theorem 4 and Proposition 1, Y =G×K S for
someK-space S. We identify by Proposition 1 theK-invariant subspace {[e, s] ∈G×K S |
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s ∈ S} of G×K S (e is the unity of G) with the K-space S. Put Q = S ∩ B . Then Q is a
closedK-invariant subspace of S. SinceX is aK-A(N)E space there is aK-neighborhood
extension f1 :V → X of the K-equivariant map f |Q to a K-invariant neighborhood V
of Q in S (V = S if X is a K-AE space). Then the map F :G ×K V → X defined by
F([g,y])= gf1(y), [g,y] ∈G×K V , is the requiredG-neighborhood extension of f .
The “only if ” part. Let (Y,B) be a metric K-pair and f :B→ X be a K-equivariant
map. Then f induces in a canonical way a G-map F :G ×K B → X(F([g,b]) =
gf (b), for each [g,b] ∈G×K B). By Proposition 3,G×K Y is a metricG-space. Clearly
G×K B is a closed G-invariant subspace of the metric G-space G×K Y . Compactness of
K implies thatG×K Y is a properG-space [24, Theorem 2.1.4 and Proposition 1.2.5] and
Y/K is a metric space. Then using the equality (G×K Y)/G= Y/K (Proposition 2), we
conclude that G×K Y ∈ P . Since X is a G-A(N)E space, there are a G-neighborhoodU
of G×K B in G×K Y and a G-extension F1 :U→ X of F (we take U =G×K Y if X
is a G-AE space). Evidently V = U ∩ Y is a K-invariant neighborhood of B in Y and the
restriction f1 = F1|V is the required K-extension of f .
(2) The same proof applies in this case as well. The only additional condition on
dimension of relevant orbit spaces also holds because (G ×K B)/G = B/K for every
K-space B (Proposition 2). 2
The following result is stated by Elfving [14, pp. 23–24].
Proposition 5. LetG be a Lie group andH be its closed subgroup. ThenG/H is aG-ANE
space (even for the class PP).
In what follows we will use the following:
Definition. Let G be a locally compact group. A compact subgroup H ⊆ G is called a
large subgroup if there exists a compact normal subgroup N ⊆ G such that N ⊆ H and
G/N is a Lie group.
Remark 4. It is obvious that if H and K are closed subgroups of G such that H ⊆K and
H is a large subgroup then K is a large subgroup as well. On the other hand according to
a well-known result of Glushkov [17, Theorem 8], each neighborhood of unity in a locally
compact almost connected groupG contains a compact normal subgroupB such thatG/B
is a Lie group. Therefore each maximal compact subgroupK is large, in particularG/K is
metric. Consequently Theorem 4, Propositions 1 and 3 immediately imply that Filippov’s
Theorem 2 remains true also for arbitrary locally compact almost connected group G and
any properG-space X.
The following simple characterization will be useful in the sequel:
Proposition 6. Let G be a locally compact group and H be its compact subgroup. Then
(1) if H is large then G/H is a G-ANE for the class PP;
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(2) if G/H is a G-ANR then H is large;
(3) if G/H is a G-AE for PP then H is maximal compact;
(4) if in addition G is almost connected and H is maximal compact then G/H is a
G-AE for PP.
Proof. (1) Let H be a large subgroup and N be as in definition above. Then we have the






Since G/N is a Lie group, by Proposition 5, G/H is a G/N -ANE for PP. Since N acts
trivially on G/H it then follows (see Remark 2) that G/H is a G-ANE for PP.
(2) Denote by N the kernel of the G-action on G/H , i.e., N = {g ∈ G | gx = x for
all x ∈ G/H }. Evidently N ⊆ H and the group G/N acts effectively and transitively on
G/H . By [25, Theorem 9] any locally compact group acting effectively and transitively on
a locally compact and locally contractible space is a Lie group. Since G/H is an ANR it
is locally contractible and therefore it follows from the above cited result of Szenthe that
G/N is a Lie group. Hence H is a large subgroup of G.
(3) Let N be any compact subgroup of G. Consider the topological disjoint sum
X = G t G/N equipped with left translation action of G. Since G is paracompact we
conclude that X ∈ PP. Since G is a closed invariant subset of X and G/H is a G-AE
for PP, the natural G-map G→G/H can be extended to a G-map f :X→G/H . Then
the restriction h= f |(G/N) is a G-map of G/N into G/H . By equivariance of h we have
Gx ⊆Gh(x) for each x ∈G/H . Observing thatGx is conjugate toN andGh(x) is conjugate
to H , we complete the proof.
(4) Assume that H is a maximal compact subgroup of G. According to [10,
Corollary A.6] G/H is H -homeomorphic to a finite-dimensional linear H -space which is
anH -AE for PP by the Tietze–Gleason equivariant extension theorem [10, Theorem I.2.3].
Now the proof of “if” part of Proposition 4(1) implies that G/H is a G-AE for PP. 2
Proposition 7. Let G be a locally compact (respectively, almost connected) group, H be
its large (respectively, maximal compact) subgroup and X be a G-space belonging to PP.
Let A be a closed invariant subspace of X and S be a global H -slice of A. Then there is
an open invariant neighborhoodU of A in X (respectively, U =X) which admits a global
H -slice S˜ in X such that S = S˜ ∩A.
Proof. Let f be a G-map of A into G/H such that f−1(H) = S. By Proposition 6(1)
and 6(4) G/H is a G-ANE (respectively, G-AE) space for PP, so we can extend f to an
equivariant map
F :U→G/H,
where U is an open invariant neighborhood of A in X (respectively, U = X). Then
S˜ = F−1(H) is the required H -slice. 2
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Proposition 8. Let G be a locally compact (respectively, almost connected) group, H be
a large (respectively, maximal compact) subgroup of G and S be an H -space. Then
(1) G×H S is a G-ANE (respectively, a G-AE) space iff S is an H -ANE (respectively,
an H -AE) space;
(2) G ×H S is a G-ANE(k), k > 0 (respectively, a G-AE(k)) space iff S is an H -
ANE(k) (respectively, an H -AE(k)) space.
Proof. (1) The “only if ” part. Let (Y,B) be a metric H -pair and f :B → S be an H -
equivariant map. Then f induces in a canonical way a G-map F :G×H B→ G×H S.
Since H is large, by Proposition 3, G ×H Y is metric. Clearly G ×H B is a closed G-
invariant subspace of the metricG-spaceG×H Y . By the same argument used in the “only
if” part of the proof of Proposition 4 we conclude that G×H Y is a proper G-space and
Y/H is a metric space. Then using the equality (G×H Y)/G= Y/H (Proposition 2), we
conclude thatG×H Y ∈ P . Since G×H S is a G-ANE (respectively, a G-AE) space, there
are a G-neighborhood U (respectively, U = G×H Y ) of G×H B in G×H Y and a G-
extension F1 :U →G×H S of F . Evidently V = U ∩ Y is an H -invariant neighborhood
of B in Y (respectively, V = Y ) and the restriction f1 = F1|V is the required H -extension
of f .
The “if ” part. Let (Z,C) be a metric G-pair with Z ∈ P and f :C→ G ×H S a G-
map. Since H is a large subgroup and f−1(S) is an H -slice of C, by Proposition 7 there
is an H -slice S˜ in Z (respectively, a global H -slice S˜ of Z) such that S˜ ∩ C = f−1(S).
Consequently (S˜, f−1(S)) is a metric H -pair and since S is an H -ANE (respectively, an
H -AE) space, then there are an H -invariant neighborhood V of f−1(S) in S˜ (respectively,
V = S˜) and an H -extension f1 :V → S of the H -map f |f−1(S). Then the map F :GV →
G×H S defined by F(gz)= [g,f (z)], g ∈G, z ∈ V is a G-neighborhood extension of f .
(2) The same proof applies in this case as well. The only additional condition on
dimension of relevant orbit spaces also holds because (G ×H B)/G = B/H for every
H -space B . 2
Remark 5. Note that Proposition 8(1) allows to embed each G-space X ∈ P into a G-
AR space L ∈ P as a closed invariant subspace. Indeed, if X = G ×K S (G and K
are as in Theorem 4) then any closed K-embedding S ⊆ Z into a K-AR space Z (see,
for instance, [5] for the existence of such embeddings), induces a closed G-embedding
G×K S ⊆G×K Z = L. Now, L ∈G-AE by Proposition 8(1) and L ∈ P by Proposition 3,
so L ∈G-AR. In a standard way this implies that the classesG-A(N)R andG-A(N)E∩P
coincide. For the class PP the last statement with G a Lie group was obtained by
Elfving [14] in a different way.
Proof of Theorem 3. (1) Let K be a maximal compact subgroup of G containing H . By
Proposition 4(1), X is a K-A(N)E space. Applying Theorem 1(1) we get X/H ∈ K/H -
A(N)E. Obviously K/H is a maximal compact subgroup of G/H and therefore the last
assertion is equivalent to X/H ∈G/H -A(N)E by Proposition 4(1).
The proof of (2) is similar.
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(3) Since X ∈ PP, according to Theorem 4 and Proposition 1 we have X = G ×K S,
where K is a maximal compact subgroup of G and S is a K-space. By Proposition 2 we
have X/H = (G/H) ×K1 (S/H1), where H1 = K ∩ H and K1 = K/H1. If X is a G-
ANE space Proposition 8(1) implies that S is a K-ANE space. Since each H1-orbit in S
is metric, Theorem 1(1) implies S/H1 ∈ K1-ANE. We claim that K1 is a large subgroup
of G/H . Indeed by Remark 4, K is a large subgroup of G. Let N be a compact normal
subgroup of G such that N ⊆K and G/N is a Lie group. Setting N1 = N/(N ∩H) we
get a compact normal subgroup N1 of G/H such that N1 ⊆K1. Check that (G/H)/N1 is





of topological groups holds. SinceG/N is a Lie group andH/(N ∩H) is its closed normal
subgroup, the quotient group (G/N)/(H/(N ∩H)) is itself a Lie group [18, p. 94]. Thus
K1 is a large subgroup of G/H . Now applying again Proposition 8(1), we conclude that
X/H is a G-ANE space.
The proof of (4) is similar.
(5) As in the proof of (3) we have X = G ×K S. By Proposition 8(1) S is a K-AE
space. Since each K-orbit in S is metric, Theorem 1(1) implies that S/K ∈ AE. Since
X/G= S/K(see Proposition 2) the proof is completed.
The proof of (6) is similar. 2
Theorem 3 allows to extend Lemma 1 in the following way
Corollary 2. Let G be a locally compact almost connected group, H be a normal
compact (respectively, H be a normal closed) subgroup of G and A be a metric G-space
(respectively, A ∈ P ). Assume that f :A/H → Y is a G/H -equivariant closed embedding
into a metric G/H -space Y (respectively, with Y ∈ P ). Then there exist a metric G-space
Z (respectively, with Z ∈ P ) and a G-equivariant closed embedding φ :A→ Z such that
Z/H = Y (respectively, Z/H is a G/H -invariant neighborhood of A/H in Y , coinciding
with Y whenever H =G) and q ◦ φ = f ◦ p where p :A→ A/H , q :Z→ Z/H are the
H -orbit maps.
Proof. The proof up to a point coincides with that of [9, Lemma 1] using the assertion (1)
(respectively, (3) and (5)) of Theorem 3 instead of [9, Theorem 2]. 2
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